Abstract: Speckle suppression is one of the most important tasks in the image transmission through turbid media. Insufficient speckle suppression requires an additional procedure such as temporal ensemble averaging over multiple exposures. In this paper, we consider the image recovery process based on the so-called transmission matrix (TM) of turbid media for the image transmission through the media. We show that the speckle left unremoved in the TM-based image recovery can be suppressed effectively via sparse representation (SR). SR is a relatively new signal reconstruction framework which works well even for ill-conditioned problems. This is the first study to show the benefit of using the SR as compared to the phase conjugation (PC) a de facto standard method to date for TM-based imaging through turbid media including a live cell through tissue slice. 
Introduction
Coherent waves propagating through a turbid medium experience multiple scattering and the output waves have various propagation directions and phases. Due to these variations, the outgoing waves are spatially scrambled and become a speckle field (SF) at an observation plane; a speckle refers to an interference pattern with random spots overlaying an image. The SF is incoherent to the original wave and it was regarded that the information of the original wave is lost. However, recent studies show very interesting results that the multiple scattering in the medium can be discarded, or even be utilized for higher resolution purpose in optical imaging systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The wave propagation is a time reversible (TR) process and the multiple scattering can be reversed by a TR operator. The inversion is done for i) image recovery [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] which retrieves the original input waves from the output SF, and for ii) wavefront shaping [1, 8] which manipulates the input waves so that the output waves have a desired form. These are the two main branches of the current studies relating the optical imaging through turbid media [1] . Phase conjugation (PC) is the monochromatic version of the TR operator and it is used in optical imaging through turbid media for speckle suppression [1, 2] . PC compensates the phase variations due to multiple scattering in turbid media by recording the SFs and backpropagating the complex conjugates of them through the media so that the phase variations are cancelled.
This PC can be done virtually through computational estimation in digital signal processing rather than through optical compensations if the so-called transmission matrix (TM) [3] whose columns are the output SFs of the medium for a set of input basis waves is available. It has been demonstrated that the computational PC through estimation in the TMbased approach can reverse the multiple scattering from the turbid media both in the image recovery and the wavefront shaping; and the use of the PC is common for speckle suppression in the TM-based approach [1, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Here, the (digital) TM-based approach has a number of advantages over the optical approaches for it has an image data format which is reproducible [4] .
From now on, we restrict our discussion to the TM-based image recovery and use computational version of PC as a point of reference. For simplicity, the PC will stand for computational PC. Our research starts with an observation that PC in the TM-based recovery is very delicate in the presence of correlations among the columns of a TM. During inversion, the SF in the observation plane which is correlated to those of more than one basis waves is removed only partially, and the recovered image by PC still suffers from the remaining speckle [6, 9] . Additional speckle suppression is needed and this requires ensemble averaging over many samples.
In this paper, we aim to reduce the speckle in the TM-based recovery process for high resolution imaging through a turbid medium. We find that the main cause of the remaining speckle in the TM-based recovery is the error in the estimation. We apply for a relatively new signal reconstruction framework referred to as sparse representation (SR). The SR has been reported to provide superior estimation even in ill-conditioned systems [10] , and found to be very useful in holography and microscopy applications [11] ; note that a special case of SR for measurement reduction is the well-known compressed sensing. We suppress the speckle in the TM-based recovery through SR. For this, we show the validity of the SR framework in the context of the TM-based recovery. We show that the speckle in the TM-based recovery can be suppressed effectively via SR.
Recently, many imaging applications such as microscopy [11] , [12] , holography [13] , and MRI [14] deal with underdetermined systems where the dimension of the measurement is smaller than that of the signal [11] . The rationale behind this is that the information contents of most natural objects such as living organisms are rather small to be stored in the measurements whose dimension are larger than or equal to the number of elements of the representing basis, such as the Dirac basis (pixels) or the Fourier basis (angular spectral elements), in which we want to demonstrate the objects, and can be contained in much smaller dimensional measurements [11] . We thus consider an underdetermined measurement system in this paper for the same reason. Besides, it is definite that the measurement dimension reduction is appropriate for efficient resource utilization especially in the TM-based imaging which requires large amount of data acquisitions. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the TM-based image recovery, and Section 3 presents the PC method and discusses the problem of it in the TM-based image recovery. Section 4 presents the SR framework for speckle suppression in the TM-based image recovery. Experimental results are discussed in Section 5, and Section 6 concludes the paper.
System description

Experimental set-up
The baseline method considered here is the turbid lens imaging (TLI) which is a digital TMbased recovery scheme [5, 9] . Consider the experimental schematics in Fig. 1 [5, 9] . Note that all the recorded images are processed as E-field images by Hilbert transformation [15] . With the TM and the OSF, the estimation in [5, 9] is done by PC digitally. There are other TM-based approaches using PC worth to make note of, such as the work by Popoff et al. [3] , which uses different basis waves from ours, and the work by Hillman et al. [7] , which employs a different experimental configuration. 
Image recovery using transmission matrices
Consider an optical wave containing an object image. It can be decomposed into a set of plane waves with various angles of propagation, formally written as ( , ) ( , ) ( , ; , )
where ( , ) o x y is the object wave, ( , )
x y a k k and ( , ; , )
x y p x y k k are the angular spectrum and the plane wave, respectively, of the object wave with the propagation angle with k x and k y ; k x and k y are the wave vector components of the wave in the x and y directions. Each plane wave with a distinct incident angle to the turbid medium has a unique output SF at the observation plane. As a result, the OSF is expressed as ( , ) ( , ) ( , ; , ) ( , )
where ( , ; , )
x y t x y k k is the output SF of the medium with the input plane wave ( , ; , )
x y p x y k k and ( , ) n x y is the additive noise. With ( , ; , )
x y k k considered, the estimate of the angular spectrum, ˆ( , )
x y a k k , is made for a given ( , ) y x y . Using the angular spectrum estimation, the recovery of the object image is made. Severe speckle is observed in the recovered object image [6, 9] . The speckle becomes the major obstacle for object image interpretation. The common method to mitigate the speckle is to generate many object samples with uncorrelated speckles and to take the average of them [16] . This method is most commonly used in the TM-based recovery [6, 9] . But, this averaging lengthens the image acquisition time and thus is not desirable. In time-critical cases or in the case of imaging a moving object, its applicability can be limited.
Origin of the speckle in the recovered image
To understand the origin of the speckle, we express the recovered object wave as follows
( , ) ( , ) ( , ; , )
where ˆ( , ) o x y is the recovered object wave and ( , ):
x y e k k =ˆ( , ) ( , )
is the angular spectrum estimation (ASE) error for a given angle ( , )
x y k k . Here, it is seen that the elements of the ASE error combine plane waves, and the combined waves are added in the recovered object wave in addition to the original object wave. Note that the combination of the waves generates a SF. That is, the speckle in the recovered object image, which is the intensity of the recovered wave, is made directly from the ASE error. The energy of the speckle is expected to become smaller when the ASE error decreases. With this finding, we come up with a new speckle suppression approach via reducing the ASE error rather than the ensemble averaging approach.
Phase conjugation method in TM-based image recovery
By using matrix and vector notations, [Eq. x y k k angle pairs. Here, M is the number of measurements and N is the number of angular spectrum elements of an object. Now, we review the estimation by PC in the previous TM-based recovery process [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . PC uses solely the correlations between the columns of T and y for the estimation. The estimate by PC in [5, 9] is written as
where ( )* denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix. PC may work well when the columns of T are mutually orthogonal. In this case, the estimated angular spectrum becomes exactly the original angular spectrum, ˆ, 1 i i a a i N = ≤ ≤ for * = T T I ; assuming noiseless situations. For correlated cases though, each element of the estimated angular spectrum is contributed not only from the angular spectrum element with the considered angle but also from those with the other angles whose SFs are correlated to that with the considered angle. Thus, erroneous estimation is made even in noiseless cases. For noisy cases, the estimated angular spectrum is corrupted further by the noise. Thus, the estimate by PC is expected to be erroneous in practice.
Note that turbid media do not provide orthogonal TMs for they have memory effects among the SFs of the input waves whose incident angles are not separated enough [17] . TMs may not have highly correlated columns for they have randomized internal structures; the degree of column correlations can still be significant. In our experiment, many columns of TM have correlations between adjacent columns around 0.5, for the normalized columns with M = 17442 and N = 20000. Considering a more underdetermined system, the correlations become severer. Thus for correct recovery, the correlations between the columns of TM cannot be ignored. This is why the process of PC recovery relying only on the correlations between columns of T and y is not desirable. Classical pseudo-inversion (PINV) approach can be considered for estimation. However, the inversion of the large TM requires relatively long computation time and the effect of measurement noise cannot be handled.
Sparse representation for speckle suppression in TM-based image recovery
SR has received great deal of interests recently for it enables correct estimation of a signal even for underdetermined measurement systems (M ≤N). Here, the measurement matrix surely has correlations which are not negligible among the columns of the measurement matrix. For successful applications of SR, there are two key conditions to be met: i) the compressibility of the signal and ii) the isometry of the measurement matrix. Here, compressibility means that the signal is well approximated with a small number of nonzero elements, say K where K ≪ N. The isometry is the characteristic of the measurement matrix which preserves the energy of a signal well after the signal is transformed by the matrix.
Let us discuss the compressibility of signals and the isometry of TMs in TLI. i) Most natural object images are well approximated by only several terms in the Fourier domain [10] . We see that the basis signals in TLI are plane waves with different angles and the image is an angular spectrum in the Fourier domain. Thus, we expect most of considered images in TLI to be compressible. ii) Checking the isometry of a matrix is a non-deterministic polynomial-time (NP) hard problem. But, the Gaussian distributed matrices are proven to have an optimal isometry [10, 18] . Through the random walk analysis, it was found that the SF in the transmission geometry is complex-valued Gaussian distributed provided that the number of elementary contributions is large [16] . This result is applied for the wave propagation through turbid media. Therefore, the TM is a complex-valued Gaussian and thus an effective measurement matrix. Now with the two conditions 'i)' and 'ii)' satisfied, we expect the benefit, a considerable reduction of the ASE error and hence the suppression of the speckles, in the TM-based recovery.
The K largest element approximation (K -LEA) of a signal is known to be optimal among all K element approximations in terms of the L1 norm and the L2 norm error senses [18] , where the L1 norm and the L2 norm of an error e are defined as respectively. The K -LEA can be made by an oracle estimator which is assumed to know all the coefficients of elements of the original signal exactly. It can be done by setting all elements to zero while keeping the K largest elements intact. The so-called sparse signal estimation (SSE), used in the SR framework, comes with a surprising result that it behaves like the oracle estimator; see [18] and references therein. In particular, the estimation error of SSE is bounded by that of the oracle estimator, as long as there is enough number of measurements. For a Gaussian TM, about ( )
number of measurements shall be good enough [18] . This means that the SSE offers the perfect ASE in the TM-based recovery when the angular spectrum of object wave has K or less nonzero elements. For object waves with more than K nonzero angular spectrum elements, if the angular spectrum elements other than the K largest elements are insignificant, the ASE error of SSE is negligible. This is true for most natural object waves which are compressible. Besides, the effect of the noise on the error of the SSE is well bounded [18] ; not amplified as it is in the case of PINV. Therefore, the SSE in SR frameworks makes it possible to lessen the ASE error considerably, hence to reduce the speckle in the recovered image significantly.
This SSE, an oracle-like estimation, can be done by solving the following L1 norm minimization problem [10, 18] SSE 1 arg min subject to . = = a a a y Ta (8) The L1 norm minimization 1 a promotes the estimate to be close to a compressible signal. There are many algorithmic approaches to solve the problem in [Eq. (8)]. We use an alternating direction method (ADM) [19] which is known to be efficient for the type of the problems represented by [Eq. (8)].
Results
We compare the angular spectrum estimation capabilities and the speckle suppression capabilities of three methods: two conventional methods (PC and PINV) and a SR based method (SSE). For fair comparison, additional information other than T and y is assumed not available.
Consider Fig. 2 where the estimated angular spectra are given for an object sample. It is found that the ASEs by the conventional methods, PC and PINV, are significantly erroneous. Except the dc terms, the angular spectra are all severely perturbed. On the contrary, most error terms in the estimated angular spectrum by SSE are reduced considerably. This error reduction is done while the features of the object image, which are the horizontal and the vertical patterns in our experiments (refer to Fig. 3) , are all contained in the estimated angular spectrum, which is around the axes in the Fourier domain. The ASE capability of SSE is found to be superior to those of the other two methods. With this improved ASE performance, we expect to achieve significant speckle suppression in the recovered image. The speckle suppression capability of SSE is clear. We show in Fig. 3 the recovered images of the three methods when the numbers of averaged samples L are one, three, five, and seven and the cross sections of them for L = 7. PC and PINV have severe speckles in the recovered images. For a single realization, i.e., L = 1, the images do not match with the original image at all. As L increases, they become better, but they are still perturbed a lot by speckles. Besides, the two have speckles with non-uniform background densities. If the high resolution details of the object are placed around the corners of the view where the speckle densities in the recovered images are higher, they may not be interpreted easily by observers. In contrast, SSE is shown to suppress speckle significantly well. Even with a single realization, i.e., L = 1, it allows a modest image reconstruction. For L = 7, the speckle is successfully removed in the recovered image by SSE. There is little speckle and the features of the object are almost retrieved. Due to the speckle suppression capability of SSE, the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) performance of the TM-based recovery is improved considerably. For example at L = 20, we see that the recovered image by SSE has PSNR around 60 dB, while those by the other two are around 50 dB (Fig. 4) . It is known that the turbidity in biological tissues poses a strong limitation for optical bioimaging. We tested the speckle suppression capability of SSE in cell imaging through biological tissue. We performed the TM-based recovery for imaging of a microglia cell extracted from the brain of a rat through a thick (450 μm) skin tissue slice from the belly of the rat. Fig. 5 shows that the quantitative phase image of the microglia cell is recovered successfully by SSE with significantly reduced speckle. On the contrary, the recovered images of the other two have considerable speckle. Hence we showcased the SR based SSE performs very well even for imaging through a thick biological tissue. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrated a successful combination of the TM-based recovery with the sparse representation method. This approach enhanced the accuracy of image reconstruction and attenuated the effect of measurement noise. As a consequence, we could significantly reduce speckles in the recovered images and reconstruct high-contrast object images with much smaller number of raw images than that required for the conventional approaches. In this respect, our study will be beneficial to many of the recent interesting studies based on the transmission matrix. The reduced number of raw images will lead to speeding up the image acquisition and facilitate the observation of dynamics of the sample.
